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Militias seize west Beirut; one Marine hurt
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Anti-government Moslem militiamen seized
most of west Beirut in furious street
battles with the Lebanese army yesterday and demanded the resignation
of Christian President Amin Gemayel.
Lebanese Christian radio said the
U.S. battleship New Jersey shelled
anti-government positions in nearby
hills in retaliation for a rocket attack
on the U.S. Marine base at Beirut
airport. The report could not be Immediately confirmed.
One Marine and eight Italian soldiers in the Beirut multinational
peacekeeping force were reported

wounded in the fighting, which exploded across the city and plunged the
American-backed Gemayel administration into its worst crisis since it
took office 16 months ago.
Police said at least 90 people were
killed and 300 wounded in yesterday's
fighting, pushing the overall toll to
about 160 dead since the latest round
of Lebanon's intermittent civil war
broke out last Thursday.
Hooded Shiite Moslem irregulars
and their Druse allies drove Lebanese
army units from most of their checkpoints on Moslem west Beirut's main
commercial thoroughfares and residential neighborhoods.

Prof to see son Scott
skate at Olympics
by Potty Rltter
stafl reporter

Ernest Hamilton is one Bowling
Green resident who will not be in front
of a television watching Scott Hamilton perform at the Olympics in Sarajevo. He will be there.
Hamilton, an associate professor of
biological sciences at the University,
left yesterday to cheer on his son, who
is the odds-on-favorite for the gold
medal in figure skating.
The Olympic hopeful left Denver,
where he lives and trains, Jan. 31 for
Sarajevo, according to his father.
Scon will be competing on Feb. 13,14,
and 16. Hamilton said the three events
will be televised, but added, "I only
know what I read in the papers."
Two weeks ago in Salt Lake City,
Scott won his fourth national
championship, and his father said it
was the best ne has ever seen his son
skate.
"As his father, it's a very exciting
and rewarding experience to watch
him perform, Hamilton said of his
son's second Olympic contention.
Hamilton said Scott regards the
Olympics as just another competition

since he has skated against all the
competitors before.
"Scotty is always very critical of
himself, Hamilton said. "If he says
he's skating good, he's skating excellent, and if ne claims he's skating
lousy, he's still skating good.
"And before he left for Yugoslavia
he said he was skating good,' Hamilton added.
Scott began his sporting art at the
age of nine after recovering from
Scnwachmann's syndrome, which
had stunted his growth.
"We always offered him encouragement. Skating was something that ne
decided to try, liked it, and so he kept
with it," said Hamilton, who is Scott's
adoptive father.
Sixteen years later, at 25, Scott
stands only S feet 3 inches and weighs
only 115 pounds. But his measurements have not stopped him from
achieving success on the ice, be told
Sports Illustrated, which features him
in the Feb. 6 issue.
Scott, now with his sights on Sarajevo, will also compete in the world
championships in March and then
possibly turn professional, he told the
sports magazine.

Given $$$, not stash

Youth awarded cash
by Michael D. Towle
stall reporter

A 10-year-old Bowling Green boy,
who found $6,785 and an assortment of
illegal drugs last summer, will be
keeping the cash but not the stash,
after a decision awarding him the
money was finalized Friday in Wood
County Common Pleas Court.
The boy, whose name is being withheld for his protection, found the
money, 12 packets of cocaine and a
large amount of mariiauna in a blue
backpack on Aug. 9 in the 800 block of
Eighth Street.
Judge Donald DeCessna's decision,
made during a pre-trial hearing
Thursday, turned the money over to
the boy's father,'who will turn it over
to his son. DeCessna also ordered that
the drugs found with the money be
destroyed.
The controversy surrounding the

money was settled by DeCessna when
he ruled against the city's wishes that
the boy be given a $1,000 reward for
turning in the money instead of the
$6,785.
The city had filed a petition asking
that the remainder of the money be
turned over to the Wood County Crime
Stoppers Inc. The boy's parents disagreed and their attorney, in the boy's
behalf, filed a response asking for the
boy to be given the full amount.
Police Chief Galen Ash said be
disagreed with the city's position that
money be awarded to Crime Stoppers.
"I think we are better off giving
people some type of incentive to turn
over lost property," he said.
Several Bowling Green police officers sent a letter to the city's representative in the case, Patrick
Crowley, solicitor, expressing their
belief that citizens would be less likely
to turn in found property should the
boy be denied the money.

THE FIERCENESS of the fighting
was reminiscent of the 1975-76 civil
war.
For the first time Shiite Moslem
leader Nabih Berri called on Gemayel, a Maronite Christian, to resign.
Gemayel's Sunni Moslem prime
minister, Shafik Wazzan, had resigned with his eight Cabinet members Sunday to clear the way for a
national coalition Cabinet to try to end
the conflict, which pits the army and
the Christian right-wing Phalangist
militia on one side against Syriansupported Druse and Shiite fighters
on the other.
In the United States, President Reagan issued a statement yesterday

deploring "the actions of those who
would destroy the legitimate government of Lebanon," and blaming the
Syrian government for the attacks.
White House spokesperson Larry
Speakes said the Reagan administration hoped Gemayel will quickly be
able to form a responsible, broadly
representative government." Special
Middle East envoy Donald Rumsfeld
and other U.S. officials held urgent
talks with Gemayel at the presidential palace in suburban Baabda,
Lebanese state radio said.
But Walid Jumblatt, leader of the
Druse Progressive Socialist Party,
said in a statement issued yesterday
in Damascus, Syria, that any political

Miss BGSU

settlement with Gemayel's government was "impossible" and the president's resignation was necessary to
solve the country's crisis.
Both Jumblatt and Berri accused
the 42-year-old president of helping
the Phalange Party of his father,
Pierre Gemayel, to dominate the
army and the government.
AT THE ROOT of Lebanon's unending conflict is the demand by the
Shiites, Druse and other non-Christian communities - comprising the
majority of the population - for a
greater role in running the country.
Gemayel said Sunday he was inviting the warring Moslem and Christian
factions to new reconciliation talks

Feb. 27 in Geneva, Switzerland. He
promised sweeping reforms to give
Moslems a greater say in government, and suggested he was willing to
scrap Lebanon's eight-month-old
troop withdrawal pact with Israel, as
demanded by his opponents and their
Syrian backers.
The report that the battleship New
Jersey was shelling Druse positions
came from the Christian ''Voice of
Lebanon" radio. Marine spokesperson Mai. Dennis Brooks said he could
not confirm it, but he said the Marines
had come under a heavy rocket attack
about 7 p.m.. after receiving heavy
small-arms fire earlier in the afternoon.

crowned; sights on Miss Ohio

by Erin Eimont
editor

With tears streaming down her face,
senior music education major Peggy
Moog took the traditional walk down
the runway as Miss Bowling Green
State University 1984, Saturday night
at Kobacker Hall.
The 22-year-old from Bryan, Ohio,
outscoreda field of 18 contestants to
win the coveted title, taking home
$400 in scholarship money and $250 in
wardrobe money.
"When they got to the first runnerup, I thought they were going to call
somebody else's name," Moog said.
"When they called my name (as the
winner), I was very shocked."
Chosen as the Miss BGSU court
were Nicolette Pelusi, first runnerup; Christine Becker, second runnerup; Tammy Salem, third runner-up;
and Laura Pachnowski, fourth runner-up.
The five nidge* based the final
score on a 100 point total, with the
talent portion worth 50 points and the
interview, bathing suit and evening
gown competition worth the other 50.
"There was a heck of a lot of competition," Moog said. "It was just fantastic, the competition that was there,
but I felt confident to get into the top
ten."
IN THE TALENT PORTION, Moog
performed a comic rendition of "The
Tipsy Waltz" from the opera La Perichole. The new Miss BGSU entertained the near-capacity crowd as she
swaggered drunkenly through her
routine, tossing her white feather boa
about.
Moog said she will probably perform a similar, if not flashier, routine
at the Miss Ohio pageant, which she
automatically qualifies to enter this
June in Mansfield.
She said most of her time until then
will be spent traveling to other preliminary pageants to 'check out the
competition tor Miss Ohio."
Moog, who made an unsuccessful
bid for the Miss BGSU title last year,
began preparing for the pageant last
summer by consulting with former
pageant judges and a color consultant
for critical advice and suggestions on
wardrobe and makeup.
The petite co-ed gained additional
pageant experience last summer
when she was chosen as a top-ten
finalist in the Miss Northwestern pageant.
STEVE HINGER, executive producer of the pageant and a senior
interpersonal communications major, attributed Moog's winning performance Saturday night to her strong
interview with the panel of judges.
"Granted, you do have to look nice;

photo'Pam Panchek
Crowned
glory!
Peggy Moog, 22, a senior music education major from Bryan. Ohio, was crowned Miss BGSU, 1964, Saturday evening in
Kobacker Hall before a near-capacity crowd. She will now compete In the Miss Ohio pageant this June in Mansfield.

I'm not denying that. But one of the
major reasons they chose Peggy was
because they really liked her as a
person," he said.
Moog said the Bowling Green pageant, sponsored by Interfraternity
Council and Panhellenic Council, enjoys the distinction of being the only

totally student-run pageant in the
country.
In a student-run pageant the contestants and student organizers live on or
near campus which makes rehearsals
and meetings well attended, Hinger
said. He added that the University
setting provides valuable resources to

the pageant, such as the use of the
orchestra and the facility, Kobacker
Hall.
The only disadvantage Hinger cited
was the possibility of students not
being taken seriously by the outside
community, but he added it had not
been a problem this year.

Student arrested

lvan the Terrib,e case

in knifing incident

Testimonies refused in Nazi case

A resident of Founders was arrested at 3 a.m. Friday and charged
with aggravated assault, police reports said.

CLEVELAND (AP) - An immigration judge yesterday refused to hear
two witnesses called to testify on
behalf of accused Nazi death camp
guard John Demianjuk, whom the
government is trying to deport.
Judge Adolph Angelilli dismissed
the witnesses, one a former Cossack
general, after determining they had
no personal knowledge of Demianjuk
before he arrived in the United States
In 1952, nor any knowledge of the
camps in Poland where Demjanjuk
allegedly was a guard known as "Ivan
the Terrible."
Demjanjuk, 63, a retired auto
worker, has been fighting deportation
to the Soviet Union since April. A

Orrin Brock, freshman electronics
technology major from Cincinnati,
was taken to Wood County Jail after
he flashed a knife and threatened
other residents in Founders/Mooney
Hall, reports said.
When officers from Public Safety
were called to the scene, they could
not find the weapon.
According to Dean Gerkens, asso-

ciate director of Public Safety, Brock
and his roommate were arguing in the
lounge and then moved to their 009
room in Mooney. Brock allegedly
attacked his roommate with a knife
and cut him on the arm, Gerkens said.
Brock was released from jail on
bond and his case was to nave been
heard by University Standards and
Procedures, following his hearing in
Bowling Green Municipal Court yesterday morning, Gerkens said.
Brack was to have been charged
with a fourth degree felony. If convicted, he faces six months to two
years in jail and/or a $2500 fine,

continues

native of the Soviet Ukraine, Demianjuk has said he believes he will be
executed if returned to Soviet authorities.
Judge Angelilli questioned former
Mai. Gen. Nicholas Nazarenko, now
of New York, then announced, "I'm
satisfied this witness has nothing to
contribute to my decision."
Nazarenko, 72, said he was an intelligence officer in the Romanian
Army, held in a Soviet prison during
the 1930s, escaped in 1939 and joined
the German forces during the war. He
appeared to testify dressed In a traditional Cossack uniform, including a
silver dagger.
NAZARENKO SAD) he would have

testified that an identification card
03906401used in Demianjak'a 1981 denaturalization trial doesn't appear to
be authentic.
The judge1 also dismissed Sviatoslav
Karavansky, of Royal Oak, Md., who
was held in a Soviet prison camp after
World WarH.
Defense attorneys said Karavansky
knew of a Ukrainian named Ivan who
was supposedly being held in a Soviet
prison for his activities as a death
camp guard.

on his immigration papers to hide his
Nazi past.
Demjanjuk contends be was held
prisoner 6y the Germans and lied
about his whereabouts,to U.S. officials to avoid forced repatriation to
the Soviet Union.
A key piece of evidence in the trial
was the identification card that witnesses in the denaturalization trial
used to Identify Demjanjuk as "Ivaa
the Terrible." The card U it, Soviet
archives and defense attorneys contend the card is a fraud

Demjanjuk was stripped of his citizenship after VS. District Judge
FrankJlattisti ruled Demjanjuk lied

Deportation proceedings began last
April and bearings have been held
periodically since then.
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-—editorial— Black history a neglected subject
Vote on graduation

Tn order to address student concerns about Spring graduation, the
X.BG News and the Undergraduate Student Government are
conducting a readers' survey which will run today through Friday
on the editorial page.
Student input is vital if this survey is to be a true representation
of student attitudes about present commencement practices and
the proposed changes by the administration.
The administrati»n has drawn up a proposal (PLAN A) which
they felt would reduce the chaos which they perceived at last year's
graduation ceremonies, and return the commencement ceremonies to a dignified state.
This plan, aimed at increasing control and efficiency, would
divide graduation into three separate times according to colleges.
On a practical level we feel this proposal would create congestion
and traffic flow problems - more than those that existed in the past
- while not successfully controlling the discipline problem as the
proposal is intended.
On an emotional level, this proposal would deny the senior class
of its right to graduate together. Friends, and even family members, who have spent the past four years working, studying, and
living together would be denied the opportunity to spend the most
important day - commencement day - together.
The other plan, (PLAN B) would be to continue the present
graduation practice of holding the exercises in Doyt L. Perry Field
with colleges seated separately, but receiving their diplomas at the
same time. Last year's graduation was somewhat chaotic, and we
believe the exercises need to be controlled more effectively.
However, this can be achieved by modifying the present system,
not by drastically changing the graduating schedule as proposed by
the administration.
We urge all students to fill out a survey form and take an active
part in the decision-making process.

Keep the status quo
As seniors begin looking toward graduation day, University
officials have decided that some changes need to be made in
the spring commencement exercises.
Should their proposal be approved, spring commencement exercises will be moved into Anderson Arena and divided into three
separate ceremonies.
The suggested schedule could create problems we feel can be
alleviated through a little pre-planning. So, in an effort to help the
administration find a solution to the problem, we contacted some
other state universities to see bow they handle their commencement exercises.
Kent State University holds its ceremonies on two days. The
ceremonies are divided by college and held inside. While Kent State
officials like the system, spokespersons from the university's
student government and student newspaper said about 80 percent
of the students preferred the exercises outside. Also, the spokesper>v

aonmsaid their students would like to graduate together, so students

would not have to stay longer to see friends or family members
graduate.
Ohio State University, holds its spring commencement outside in
the university's football stadium. A university administrator said
they have few problems with one large ceremony and added that
students like it because it is organized and allows them to receive
their diplomas during the ceremony. She said unnecessary chaos is
eliminated because security officers keep all relatives and friends
of graduates off the football field, a problem present in our
commencement last spring.
Miami University holds it's spring ceremony indoors. Students
file into the university basketball arena and are seated by college.
Students file out by colleges through different exits receiving their
diplomas on the way out.. According to a Miami University
administrator, it was decided this system was "an in between thing
which would speed things up and still let the class graduate
together."
We believe it is important for students to graduate together and
one commencement held in Doyt Perry Field could still be feasible
for this university. Because security like Ohio State uses to keep
people off the field can be costly, confusion on the field could be
eliminated if diplomas are distributed, as at Miami, as students file
out of the stadium. This would not only tame the ceremony, but
speed it up as well.

Attention All Students
The BG News and the Undergraduate Student Government (USG) are
conducting a reader's survey concerning student attitudes on Spring
Commencement. Listed below are two plans under review for Spring
graduation. We urge all students to fill out a survey form.
Please vote for ONE plan.

PLAN A

Plan A has been proposed by the Administration to
ensure greater efficiency for the graduation exercises.
This plan would have graduation held In Anderson Arena
at three separate times by colleges:
8:30 am - College of Business
12:15 pm — Colleges of Arts & Sciences,
Mu'ical Arts
,
3:30 pm - Colleges of Education, Health &
Community Services, Firelands campus and the
School of Technology

by Morgan K.Salot
The history of Black Americans has often been referred to as
"The Forgotten History." It is a history filled with mistreatment, hatred,
abuse, violence and discrimination.
Recently as a nation, we celebrated
toe proclaiming of January 16 as
Martin Luther King Jr. Day. Although
it will not become an offical national
holiday until 1986, and will be regarded as just another day off from
work and school by some, it marks a
breakthrough in black history.

since that time. If the history of
blacks in America is expanded upon
during the school year, it is only to
mention (ever so briefly) Booker T.
Washington, George Washington Carver, Frederick Douglass or Malcom
X.
What is needed by blacks in this
country, is recognition for the accomplishments of au their forefathers!.
Since 1972, February has been designated as Black History Month. During this month, the forgotten history
wfll be remembered with noble pride.
But, more will be celebrated than the

PLANB

NAME.
YEAR_
COLLEGE
SUGGESTED ALTERNATIVES

past For a personal knowledge and
pride in one's own family can offset
all that formal education has seen fit
not to teach and to heal the centurieaold wounds of injustice that have bean
inflicted.
While the black population has
come a long way since the first Africans were captured and brought over
as cargo, it still has a bright and
promising future of which to look
Forward. A future that one day it will
remember as a proud past.
Morgan K. Sales Is an assistant copy
editor for the News and senior journalism major from Copley, Ohio.

From the days when Africans were
horded, like animals, into the hulls of
sailing vessels, to the ensuing centuries of slavery, followed by emancipation, separate but equal facilities, the
Klu Klux Klan and finally the civil
rights movement of the 1960s, the
black population does not have a
recorded past in this country that can
make ite proud.
King's struggle toward a society
free of segregation through non-violent protest is well known, but what
about the accomplishments of other
blacks? Are not their contributions to
the nation as important?
Throughout the years of formalalized education, students spend an
overwhelming amount of time being
told about the mistreatment of slaves
and slavery as the cause of the Civil
War.
It seems that the major portion of
black history, as taught and learned
in society, deals with slavery- -an
episode in history that is displeasing
to many blacks.
However, teachers spend very few
class periods discussing the events
that have shaped the lives of blacks

UUL-

81

All means possible to win the race
by Art Buchwald
"Okay, you guys, hold it down. We
have to work on the president's trip to
the Midwest. Harry, what have you
got lined up for Detroit?"
"We have the president sitting on
the stage with a Green Beret Medal of
Honor winner, two Korean orphans
who have fust had kidney transplants,
a lady astronaut, an Hispanic Nobel
Prize winner, and a 100-year-old former black slave from Georgia."
"If we use tnem all up in Detroit,
what have we got left for St. Louis?"
"Eddie's working on that now. He's
lined up a one-armed Little League
baseball player, a Polish fireman who
pulled six Irish kids out of a burning
house, and a teacher who beats up
kids who give her any back talk."
"Where does that leave us in Madison, Wisconsin?''
"Larry thinks we're in pretty good
shape in Madison. We have a former

unemployed steel worker who was
"All right. But how about saving the
retrained to become a nuclear physi- Green Beret for September? He isn't
cist, a pregnant high school girl who going anywhere."
refused to nave an abortion, a survi"Don't be too sure."
vor of the Bataan Death March, and a
"You know something we don't?"
Ejat-grandmother who used part of "I'm not at liberty to say. Anyone
r Social Security payments to buy come up with somebody we haven't
up a string of Pizza Huts in the Mid- thought of?"
west"
I . IIUi
"we found** former pilot in Minntf"^
rilis who flew a B-25 in World War
"Listen, Mike, don't you think we're
His plane was hit in a bombing run
overdoing it on this trip? We've got a over Dresden and caught on fire. The
long campaign ahead of us."
crew bailed out, except for the 18"What do you suggest?"
year-old gunner who didn't have a
parachute. So the pilot gave him his
"I'd like to save the pregnant high
and said, 'Jump kid, I'm going down
school kid for the Fourth of July."
with the plane/"
"You mean after she's had her
"If be did that what he's doing
baby? What kind of TV picture do you
living in Minnesota?"
think that's going to make?"
"It turns out the fire wasn't very
"I see what you mean. What about
serious, and the guy flew his B-25
the two Korean kids with kidney
back to England."
transplants? We've done that one
"What the hell kind of story is that
already."
for the president to tell in Minneapolis?"
"That's what I thought. 111 tell the
"It played in Peoria and it will play
pilot we don't need him."
in Detroit. Besides the kids have to go
back to South Korea in a couple of
"I still have a feeling we haven't
weeks."
covered all our bases on this trip."

"We have a rabbi saying the invocation in Grand Rapids, a priest in
Milwaukee, a Baptist minister in Cincinnati, and the football coach of Ohio
State University In Columbus."
"What about the gender gap? How
are we dealing with that for the
nightly news?"
*We're going to get Mri. Dote, the
•ecretary' of Transportation. Mrs.
Heckler, the secretary of Health and
Human Services and U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpa trick to warm up the
audiences wherever the president
8oes. We tried to get Justice Sandra
'Connor to come along in bar Mack
robes, but she said she couldn't do it
while the court was in session."
"Okay, I guess that's as good at we
can do on such short notice. Any
questions?"
"Who's working on the president's
speeches?"
"What speeches? He's going to
stick with the State of the Union one
until the end of the campaign."
Buchwald is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate

Jackson's speech cultural rhetoric
by Garry Wills
It was said, from the minute he
entered the race, that Jesse Jackson
would make things different; and he
certainly has. No other presidential
campaign has taken a short cut
through Syria. No other funds have
been raised along the preacher's circuit.
No other debater has made such an
elegant refutation by body language.
When, in New Hampshire, Walter
Mondale pounded his hand with the
refrain of "I promise... I promise...
I promise," Jackson, with the slightest little iog of his shoulders one way,
the another, mocked the mechanical
penduluming of Mondale's pledges.
Jackson's bid has also inspired an
unusual campaign song from a successful commercial label, Sugar Hill.
"Jesse" is performed by Grandmas-

ter Melle Mel, famous for other "rap
songs." The pairing of a serious candidacy with a thumping beat is not as
strange as it might seem. Rap songs,
like Jackson's own alliterative
chants, are descended from "the dozens" (also known by names such as
signifying and woofing) - the ritual
street contests of insult and boast.
Dozens' routines have been sung for
decades - a sideways glance at tnem
occurs in "Porgy and Bess," when
Maria drives Sportin' Life away with
a torrent of rhymed invective: "Some
night when you is full of gin an'don't
know I's about/ I's goin' to catch you
by de tall and turn you inside out1'
Current rap songs are not necessarily insulting, but their challenging
rattle of rhymes is based on the origTnal form - an insult song such as " Yo
Mama" by Wolf Ticket makes the
derivation dear.

/pBBT YOU klUJ-D THE
VJICKD REGISTRAR. OF
THE MICWTST, AWTHEN
YOUTftYToSTeALCNE
\rr OUR MAGAzjNfS...

"Rap" Brown got his nickname
from his skill at the dozens; and his
'60s political Invective was an extension of the individual duel in the street
to a social rhetoric of abuse. The lead
singer of "Jesse" seems to be reviving the Rap Brown rhetoric at the
song's beginning: "Hypocrites and
Uncle Toms are talking trash/Liberty
and justice are a thing of the past''
But as the sad tirade drags on, a
whispering intrusion keeps repeating,
"Let's talk about Jesse." Soon the
bitterness turns to triumph. The
singer notes that President Reagan
would not even answer Jackson's
phone calls before he went to Syria.
Then he adds: "But I tell you one
thins that's a natural fact/You can
bet ne called Jesse when Jesse got
back."
This dialogue of despair and hope is
broken by surges of a refrain: ffEv-

erybody get up and VOTE, VOTE,
Was that where all the "Bum, baby,
burn" language was leading us, wiltout our knowing it? Jesse Jackson
seems to be saying that when he turns
the dozens' rhythm to a civic purpose.
His chant to students, "Put hope in
your brain, not dope in your veto," it
the answer to a complaint by the
despairing singer in "Jesse": Thajr
got me walking round saying freedom
has come/But my body is free and my
mind is dumb."
,
It will take more than a tranaformation of dozens to give real hope to
America's poor and neglected. It win
take a transformation of the country,
of which Jackson's campaign is just
one harbinger.
Wills is a columnist for the Universal
Press Syndicate

by T. Downing and T. Clean/

Clear Views
Plan B would keep graduation exercises held in Doyt
Perry field with students seated by colleges, but receiving
their diplomas at the same time.

freeing of the slaves or the end of
Institutional racism and discrimination.
The pages of history are filled with
accomplishments made by Black
Americans in areas for which they
have not received recognition. And ft
is time these efforts were recognized.
The black youth of today especially
need to know that they possess an
illustrious past in which they can take
pride.
February, also marks an annual
period when black men and women
should trace their family roots and
learn of the many memorable moments that exist in their own family's

/WELL MY PRETTIES [VOVIU: IN R3R IT NOW...)

IfytARDS,' TAKE THEM
\TO TW COMMON*,
I FOR TOOAV5 smntHP?.

The survey will run Feb. 6—10
DeadHne: Fit at 5 pm.
Please drop the form at one of the following places:
The BG News
106 University Hall

Information Booth
University Union

f

USG Offices
405 Student Services
m>

)

•campus/local
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O'Rourke lectures on table etiquette, weirdness/real' parties
by Mark Dl Vlncenzo
sla« reporter

Forks an the left, knives and spoons
on the right Right? Wrong. "There's
no place for good manners at the
dinner table," P.J. O'Rourke, former
editor-in-chief of National Lampoon
magazine, said last night at the Grand
Ballroom. "The dinner table is the
perfect place to display bad manners."
O'Rourke, a Toledo native,
{the roast beef off everyone else's i ate and trying to piece the
cow back L»

• stuffing your hand in a roast
chicken ana pretending it's a puppet.
•putting a raw oyster in your mouth
and kissing someone so they know
what it would be like to be married to
a reptile.
O'Rourke looked like a banker. His
hair never moved. He wore a blue
btawr, grey slacks, a white shirt and
a dark, conservative tie.
"This is a lecture called "Etiquette
in the Eighties," O'Rourke announced And for about two seconds,
be had 320 people believing he was
serious. He opened his mouth to speak
again, and be blew his cover; it was
all over. After that, the audience
roared-with laughter.
"Manners can be ways of screwing
people over without them knowing
it," be said, "or they can be telling
people what you think, of them
through memorized responses. Some
people say, manners can help you get
O'Rourke said today's generation

has a problem with good manners;
they have too much of them. The
younger generation in the 1960s
''worked hard to destroy good manners. They rioted, protested and took
hard drugs daily - they were really
bad. But then they shot us at Kent
State (University) and we straightened out and bought fancy suits and
got hair cuts."
"Today, kids are all junk-food-eat[-computer-wonks." he said.
t is more difficult to be "weird"
today, O'Rourke said, because the
1960's generation "used up most of the
weird. But there are a few "very
Important" reasons why today's generation should be weird:
• to give the police someone else to
bother and give the Hispanics and
blacks a break.
• to scare everyone older than 35,
and possibly, merit a story in Time
magazine.
• to shock your parents and prepare
their cardiovascular systems for
worse shocks which will eventually
come.
O'Rourke, who wrote the screenplay for "Easy Money," starring Rodney Dangerfield, said Dangerfield "is
like an old beatnick. He's always
depressed; he's a weirdo."
He also knew John Belushi and said
"Belushi was a swell guy. but he was
a pig for fun - all kinds of fun, all the
time. He just forgot to do certain
things like sleep, eat, exercise and
breathe."
When asked about library etiquette,
O'Rourke said, "Why go into the
library in the first placer'
O'Rourke gave advice for people
going to funerals. "Upstage the per-

i

son who is the center of attention (the
dead person). It's not hard to do."
On graduation, he said, "Don't do it
(graduate). It's ugly out there. If you
play your cards right, you can get
your parents to pay for about 35 years
or so/'
In addition, O'Rourke urged the
audience not to use a "Homelite"
chainsaw if they ever get the opportunity to participate in a chainsaw massacre.
He also told the audience what
constitutes a "real party."
"It has to start after midnight,
someone has to be wearing underwear on their head by 1 a.m., the
Supreme Court justices have to be
invited by 2 a.m., the police have to
show up armed with riot gear by 3
a.m. and by 4 a.m., everyone has to
leave, get Into their cars, back into
each other and go back to the party.
"The party - if it is a real party should end in an orgy or a fist fight.
And remember, a party with your
parents can never be a real party, a
wine tasting party can never be a real
party and a Republican party can
never be a real party," he said.
Believe it or not, O'Rourke is a
registered Republican.
U 1973, he joined the staff of National Lampoon. Three years later, he
became managing editor and two
years after that, editor-in-chief; he
quit in 1911.
Besides National Lampoon, he
wrote for several magazines, including -.Esquire, Playboy, Rolling Stone,
The New York Times Magazine, Car
and Driver, East Village Other and
Crawdaddy.

bg news staff/James Voull

Eighties Etiquette
Toledo native P.J. O'Rourke described his idea of 'eighties etiquette" to

students Monday night.
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English duo invaded BG
by Jotene Aubel
reporter

Beginning their musical
careers at Cambridge University in England, the
Cambridge Buskers have
taken their talent on an
American tour. Last
Thursday they brought
their show to the UniverThe English duo of Michael Copley and Dag Ingram gave the audience of
more than 150 at the Bryan
Recital Hall, their versions
of many classical pieces.
"We hope our audiences
enjoy the fun in our music, Copley said.
Copley plays 17 instru-

ments including the flute from where we began to
and recorder during a con- perform," Copley said.
cert Ingram, who plays
INGRAM ADDED, "A
the accordian, makes up busker Is a musician who
the other half of the Cam- entertains on the street.
The duo never gained
bridge Buskers.
Unlike Copley, who was any large riches from rtpera music major, Ingram is a forming in the streets, We
did it more for the enjoyself-taught musician.
"A good friend was going ment rather than the
to give me his accordian money," Copley said.
Although the group has
for nothing, but I insisted
on giving him $10," In- only two members, they
gram said. "I learned how don't have trouble finding
to play by experimenting musical arrangements.
"Most classical music can
with the keyboard side."
While attending Cam- be arranged for our duo,"
bridge University, the two Copley said.
the University audience
met and formed the Camheard pieces ranging from
bridge Buskers.
"The first part of our Sousa's "Stars and Stripes
name comes from where Forever" to Beethoven's
we met and the other half "Ninth Symphony."

The Cambridge Buskers'
American tour, which began at the University, will
fast three weeks covering
small cities and towns
across the United States.
"We never perform in
any major city in the U.S.
due to scheduling," Copley
said.
The Cambridge Buskers
have traveled to the United
States three times and rate
American audiences as
"the best in the world."
The current VS. tour
will not be their last. The
Cambridge Buskers will
again travel to the United
States after the release of
two classical albums in
May and June.

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
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Jeans N' Things
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•Close to all your needs, classes,
convenient stores and town.
•Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting
now for the summer and fall.
•Limited number of roommate positions
for this semester.
•On-site management, maintenance and
laundry facilities.
•All utilities paid except lights.

From cult priest to preacher

Comedian committed to God
by Jukilrte Flick
reporter
Editor's Note The following story is o review ot the
Mike Wornke performance
Saturday evening m Anderson Arena

People poured into Anderson Arena, nearly filling it
to the rafters. Steadily, the
tide of people came in, a
symbol of the growing
Christian movement.
Comedian-preacher
Mike Wanike is helping to
lead and strengthen that
movement. But he's no Bible-thumping, holier-thanthou evangelist.
Clad in Jeans, tennis
shoes and a purple sweatshirt, Warnke, 37. is a softlooking man with a thick
mustache and collarlength hair. He travels
America spreading the
word of God with his comedic talent Warnke performed for a full house
Saturday night.
Warnke has led a life
most people cannot imagine. A former high priest in

Suite B15

Next to Sterling & Dorsey's

M

STUFF YOUR OWN
BAKED POTATO
Sour CrMm, IVMppsd Buftsr.
Bacon Bin. Colby ChMH,
Topping Of Ths Day and Chins

TUESDAY
Pizza & Salad
Smorgasbord
AM

You Can $3.50

352-1596
EAST
440 E. Court

"What I regret, is the
number of people I hurt,"
he said. "Now I'm trying,
somehow, to make up for
that I'm trying to be as
for people as I was

During high school
Warnke went through what
be calls an identity crisis.
"Here I was this kid
from Tennessee out in California in the SOs," he said.
"I was so naive and open. I
needed something to relate
to."

Warnke said his future is
whatever the Lord wants
him to do. He plans to
continue traveling and
mmdh»g the word during
his performances. However, finances may require
that to halt

He became involved in a
satanist cult, and later became a nigh priest. In college he became addicted to
drugs, eventually heroin,
and poshed drugs to support his habit.
"I was into Satan 'cause
of power. And that's what I
get out of Christianity power," be said. "One's
negative and the other's
positive."
Warnke said his involvement in the occult was
confusing, frightening and
sad.

Yet as the performance
in Anderson Arena was
tiearly over, hundreds had
left their seats and gone
down to the stage to express their commitment to
God. Rainbows reflected
from the performer's wirerimmed glasses as he
turned, viewing the arena.
"Jesus!" he shouted.
"Jesus!" the audience
cried back.
Unified, men in conservative three-piece suits
and students in jeans and
sweatshirts came together
to reply.

auppon
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BOWLING
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is wrong. Hie son of alcoholic parents, Warnke
grew up In Tennessee and
by age 11 was an orphan.
He was sent to a foster
family in Tennessee and
later to California.

m) March of Dimes

Visit Our Model/Office:505 Clough,

for Guys n' Gals
531 Ridge St.

TUESDAY

aj,

a satanic cult, he has been
a drug addict and dealer,
and shares past experiences that leave you
stunned in your seat.
Chock full of humor,
Warnke's stories apply to
everyday life. The people
in the audience were
drawn into his scenarios;
they waited for the end,
certain it would be funny.
Yet it always contained a
hint of seriousness, a
moral of sorts.
Loud bursts of laughter,
accompanied by applause,
filled the arena. Warnke
had a captive audience.
Like a conductor in front of
his orchestra, Warnke controlled the tempo of his
performance, guiding the
audience with his mastery
of comedy and powerful
testimony.
Warnke poked fun at
self-righteous Christians,
macho behavior, advertising and other staples of
contemporary living, but
the message was clear:
"look around, see what's
wrong,1 and help make it
right?
He has seen plenty that

11 • gone
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B.G. remains dateline
Students 'live' languages as Tree City
Feb. 7, 1984

by Molina Rlggln.
reporter

Jtan Jagels arrived in
Spain last summer knowing very little Spanish, but
by the end of two months
he had accomplished what
lakes moat students two
yean at the University.

program was that once you
learned something in the
classroom, you could put it
to use right away," Jagels
said.

again be faced with the
English speaking culture.
Everything from class is
totally lost and must be
regained in the next class
period," Junquera said.

The biggest shock, he
said, was when they first
The cluster program
got to Spain and could not prevents this. Instead of
communicate very well.
simply reading and mem-

"We were stuck right orizing material from textinside the city (of Madrid), books, students also live
which forced us to learn with a native family and
and use the language," Ja- learn the culture. This
gels said.
sometimes scares prospective students from the proTHE CLASSES are in- gram.
tense because only the language is spoken six hours a
The families are careday. five days a week. At- fully checked and must
tendance requirements are meet certain requirestrict.
ments, and students are
usually placed with at least
"This, along with living one other cluster student.
in the country provides the
student with a 24-hour-aIf for some reason there
day classroom," Dr. Mer- is a problem that can not
cedes Junquera, director be solved within the home,
The clusters allow a stu- of the Academic Program a student can be transdent to quickly fulfill a Abroad in Spain, saidT
ferred to another home,
but this is very rare.
language requirement or
Immersing oneself in a
start a major or minor in
"It's no different than
Spanish or French. They different culture is so
also help someone who has much more effective than going anywhere else and
changed majors and dis- learning in a classroom finding you have to get
alone with other people,"
covers they have a lan- situation, Junquera said.
Dr. Lenita Locey, coordiguage requirement to MIL
"A student will leave the nator of the Academic
"The biggest asset of the (language) class and will Year Abroad, said.
Jagela, a senior interpersonal and public communications and marketing
major, is only one of the
many students who have
taken part in the Intensive
Study Programs the University offers in Spain and
France. By taking part in
one of the programs a student can complete his or
her language requirement
in two months or less. The
Spanish cluster lasts eight
weeks and the French cluster lasts six.

NOWCAUITQUflS.
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"Those who have been
abroad certainly retain
more memories and the
country is much more
real," be said. "But everybody loses a language skill
that is not practiced.
"The students we take
are the ones who really
want to go and are motivated to do it. They are
excited to go and don't
have any problems," be
said. "The cluster program takes more stamina
and more work to complete
in such a short time, but
students can do it and have •
a real sense of accomplishment."
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The Ohio Army National Guard cordially invites you and your guests
to attend an Open House at the Napoleon and Bowling Green
armories from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Representatives form the Ohio
Army National Guard, Owens Technical College and the Army ROTC
from Bowling Green State University will be available for career and
financial aid counseling:
February 12, 1984
COMPANY B, (-DET 1), l-148th
INFANTRY BATTALION
212 EAST WOOSTER STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402
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At but night's city council
meeting.Mayor Bruce Belbud announced that Bowling Green has been chosen
as a member city of Tree
City U.S.A for the fourth
consecutive year.
The award is for the
city's commitment to
keeping the aesthetic
beauty of the city at an
outstanding level, Bellard
said.
"We are on of the 13
cities in the state to receive
the award...it's an indication of the great work the
Department of Parks and
Recreation does," the
mayor said.
To be considered for the
award a city must spend
one dollar per person on
trees and other vegetation
for general upkeep and
maintenance.
In other business, the
city discussed projects it is
planning to working on
during the 1984 calendar
year, with the majority of
the legislation dealing with
the Department of Public
Utilities.

The ordinances will allow the municipal administrator to advertise for bids
and enter into a contract or
contracts dealing with the
following issues previously
appropriated for funds:
improving streets, alleys,
and other public ways in
the city, purchase of asphalt and stone, pavement
stripping, de-icing salt,
aixf improvements to Carter Park.
Public Work Reports
previously submitted an
outline detailing the addition of sidewalks and other
needed rennovations for
Manville Avenue between
Scott Hamilton and Eighth
Street.
Wffl Herald, fourth ward
councilman, commended
the Department of Transportation and Safety for
the proficient removal of
snow this winter.
Herald said the only major problem was on Poe
Road where the excess
weight of the snow is a
major issue.
"We have been in contact with other cities
(about snow removal) to
find the best way to handle
it," Herald said.

SIGN-UPS
FEB. 6 - MARCH 2
$95/person

Arperican Heart
Association
r 1

rector of the Academic
Program Abroad in
France.

J. Douglas Gurnlck
stafi reporter

APPALACHIAN
TRAIL

Once and for all. Because, the fact is,
smoking's not stylish. It's foolish. And
a major, risk factor leading to cardiovascular disease as well as other
serious health problems.
For information and ideas to help
you — or those you love — stop
smoking, contact the American Heart
Association. Today.
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Some students do become homesick, but since
the programs last only six
or eight weeks most students are on "such a high
all the way through that
they don't have time to be
homesick," she said.
Students in the cluster do
retain as much, If not
more, of the language as
those who go through all
four semesters, according
to Dr. Michael Locey, di-

gram in the forum of the
Student Services Building
Golden Key Honor Society from 10:304:30 p.m.
- Information tables will be
available on the second SRC Fit-For-All - A vigfloor of Moseley Hall from orous exercise program
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
will be held weekly in the
Archery/Golf Area of the
Residence Hall Week Student Recreation Center
Event - The short film "A at 12:15 p.m. and at 7 p.m.
New Day" will be shown No pre-registration la recontinuosly from 10-4 p.m. quired.
At 1 p.m. Jan ScottBey,
director of Handicapped
SRC Stretch and Flex-A
Services, will present exer- weekly exercise program
cises to be completed with designed to improve flexisimulated learning disabi- bility will be held at 12:15
lities. Betty Wright will
&m. on the Mezzanine
instruct a sign language
fvel of the Rec Center.
class at 2 p.m. All events Free and open to all.
will be held in the Gold
Room of Founders and are SRC Select-A-Sport free and open to the public. Platform tennis will be
demonstrated at the putRecycling - The Environ- form courts of the Student
mental Interest Group is Recreation Center at 4
sponsoring a recycling pro- p.m. Free and open to all.
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US helps rightists in El Salvador's election
WASHINGTON (AP) - An ex-U.S.
ambassador to El Salvador charged
yesterday that the Reagan administration had "created" rightist Salvadoran leader Roberto D'Aubuisson as
a serious presidential candidate by
concealing evidence tying him to
"death squads."
"How can people cast a free vote, if
vital information is denied them?"
asked former Ambassador Robert
White about El Salvador's March 25
elections in which D'Aubuisson is a
leading contender.
In sworn testimony before the
House Foreign Affairs subcommittee
on Latin America, White also disclosed the names of six Miami-based
Salvadoran exiles who he alleged
have financed and directed rightist
"death squads" in El Salvador.
White's allegations came under
sharp attack from committee Republicans.

I
I
I
I

Rep. Gerald Solomon, R-N.Y.,
asked the former ambassador if he
might not be "the victim of misinformation" and whether the United
States has the right to pick a nation's
leader just because it objects to his
morals.
"Should we ask (Soviet Premier
Yuri) Andropov to resign because he
was head of the KGB?" Solomon
remarked.
"Our dollars don't go to support
Andropov," White answered, referring to U.S. military aid to El Salvador s rightist government in its war
with leftist guerrillas.
LAST WEEK, White, now a professor at Simmons College in Boston,
accused the administration of concealing evidence that D'Aubuisson
arranged a lottery to pick the military
officer who would have the "honor" of
assassinating El Salvador's Roman

evidence tying D'Aubuisson associates to attacks on the U.S. embassy,
and documents captured from him In
1980 showing that he was stockpiling
weapons.

Catholic Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo
Romero, who was gunned down
March 24,1980, while saying Mass.
"The Reagan White House took on a
great responsibility when it chose to
conceal the identity of Archbishop
Romero's murderer and not to use the
evidence ... to write 'finish' to the
political fortunes of... Roberto D'Aubuisson," White reiterated yesterday.
Denying a cover-up, administration
officials say all relevant information
had been given to Congress and that
the evidence against D'Aubuisson is
not conclusive. D'Aubuisson has denied involvement in the still-unsolved
assassination of Romero, who was
considered by Salvadoran rightists to
be sympathetic to the left.
In his testimony Monday, White
elaborated on his charges against
D'Aubuisson, citing the former intelligence officer's ouster from the military in 1979 for human rights abuses,

WHITE SAID that based on this
evidence, the Carter administration
classified D'Aubuisson a terrorist and
denied him a visa to come to the
United States.
"Shortly after President Reagan
took office, this administration overturned this policy and began the process of rehabilitating ex-Maj.
D'Aubuisson," White said. "No longer
was he a pariah. ... In a very real
sense, the Reagan administration created Roberto D'Aubuisson the political leader."
While the Reagan administration
did grant D'Aubuisson a visa to enter
the United States, it reversed that
policy last Nov. 29, when it barred

him along with leftist Nicaraguan
leader Tomas Borge.
White also testified that a reliable
source close to the Salvadoran exiles
outlined their alleged "death squad"
activities to the U.S. Embassy in San
Salvador in January 1981, and that the
information was sent to Washington
shortly before he was fired as ambassador by Reagan.
White said the source identified the
six as Enrique Viera Altamirano,
publisher of the conservative newspaper Diaria de Hoy; Luis Escalante;
Arturo Muyshondt; Robert Edgardo
Daglio; and "the Salaverria brothers,
probably Julio and Juan Ricardo."
Muyshondt said he would Qy to
Washington on Wednesday to dispute
the charge, which he termed "totally
false." Muyshondt is a banker whose
family has holdings in cotton and

dairy cattle in El Salvador.
"I don't know White and I don't
know why he's saying those things,"
Muyshondt said in a telephone interview from San Salvador. "What I do
know is that he's endangering my
life." He added that he had "never
stopped living in El Salvador" and
that lie goes to Miami only "to visit or
on business."
Daglio said in Miami that the former ambassador's charges were
"part of the campaign against Mr.
Reagan." He denied any connection
to the death squads.
Julio Salaverria said he was sure
White was referring to someone else.
In a telephone interview from San
Salvador, Salaverria said he had
never lived outside El Salvador, but
has visited his son who lives "north of
Miami."
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516 E. WOOSTER

8 FREE 7-UP v***
| w/ANY 16" (1) ITEM
I
or MORE PIZZA
(Expires Feb. 14, 1984)

(1) COUPON PER ORDER

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Grew, OH

352-1195

•atf utilities included «gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet •party 5 game
room •swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furmshed $265-unfurnished Plus Gas & Electric
Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilites included separate bedroom
Free membership to Cherrywood Hearth Spa with lease.

Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits.
V

X

X

RUSH 4}

THRS 9th: Invitation Onty
Dinner Party
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ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
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Summer Jobs
Sign up now at
Student Employment,
450 Student Services
for interviews
to be held:
Wed., February 15
Thurs., February 16
Hyou'ra fad of another ordinary summer job, come to Cedar Point whan you can live,
work indpUy all summer with students from

FALL 1984

* Whole Houses
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

* Apartments in Houses
2-PHCI

MEAL

MEAL

• ! '—>i .1 UM
0.^ ■•owo'IfaC'v,

• irbuirfcudM
■eaeee " ttvtaai t (*•?■

■taWhMMUmr

MEAL

Q>1 aanaaartHpaCrqayt

1,2,3 Bedroom

EFFICIENCIES
Furnished & Unfurnished

* APARTMENT COMPLEXES
Frazee, E. Merry, Ridge Manor,
Field Manor, 8th St., Willow House
.

— Now Featuring —
Fr.«h-Bot(«d Buttermilk Biscuits Mod* From Scratch

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

Kentucky Fried Chicken
1020 N. Main-B.G.-352-2041

Energize your hair
with a designer perm

Student Price
S35 w/cut

352-2107

LQOt4N*S
Stadium Plaza, 1616 E. Wooster, B.C.

ejSmimyjSSSSS

WE HAVE WHAT
YOU'RE LOOKING FOR!

♦1.49 •1.491*1.49
•1.49
2-PTECE
2-PTECE
SPIKE

»»-■

»

CALL 352-0717
GREENBRIAR INC.

CASH IN ON
FREE TUITION
The Honors Student Association
presents the 2nd annual raffle
for the cash equivalent of one
semester's, in-state, undergraduate
tuition, plus three ($50) book
scholarships.

•ALL CURRENTLY REGISTERED BGSU
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE*
Tickets available Jan. 30-Feb. 10
from any Honors Student, the Honors
Program Office (231 Atlrninistration
Bldg. 3724202), tables at
the Union, Mosely Hall, and
other campus locations.

Si per ticket or six
tickets lor $5.
Drawing by: Paul J. Olscamp,
February 16 at 1:30 in the Falcon's
Nest (University Union), Broadcast
on WFAL (680 AM).

——
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Falcon icers clinch third straight CCHA title

by Steve Quinn
sports reporter

CHICAGO - A third consecutive
Central Collegiate Hockey Associaton
title and MacNaughton Cup belongs to
Bowling Green's hockey team.
The MacNaughton Cup is awarded
to the team which wins the regular
season CCHA title. The Cup worked
its way into the CCHA when Northern
Michigan defected from the WCHA
three years ago, and has sat in the
trophy case in BG's Ice Arena ever
since.
It took a 5-3 win and 5-5 overtime tie
against the University of Illinois at
Chicago, combined with two Michigan
State losses for the Falcons to come
homeas CCHA champions.
GOING INTO Saturday night's
game, the Falcons needed only a tie to

retain the title and the Flames forced
BG to make a comeback late in the
third period to earn the tie. UIC had a
5-2 advantage, but BG responded with
three goals within the final 7:14 of
regulation time.
"'To win three consecutive titles is a
credit to our program," BG head
coach Jerry York said. "It was a
championship-type comeback. We
feel real proud of our effort. Right
now we just want to get better every
game, we have to go out there and
play our game."

Junior Dan Kane
got the ball rolling
lego
at the 12:47 mark whe
when "hea put a Perry
Pi
Braun pass in the UIC net to bring BG
within two. Braun continued the scoring drive less than two minutes after
Kane's goal when he slid .the puck
past UIC goaltender Jim Hickey.
Two seconds after the Flames

foiled a power play attempt by the
Falcons, Dave Ellett's slapshot from
five feet inside the blue line knotted
the score at five and sending the game
into overtime with neither team able
to come away with a win. George Roll
assisted on the final two coals, eivine
him three for the night.
THE GAME however, was not entirely dominated by BG. In fact, it
was a game in which control and
momentum continually changed
hands.
■
In the first period, UIC took a 3-0
lead and dominated most of the play.
The Falcons were unable to put the
puck past Hickey. The freshman goaltender, who was named the game's
first star, prevented BG from scoring
on 14 occassions.
In the second period, Hickey barely
had a moment to rest as he stopped 15

more shots but was not flawless.
Jamie Wansbrough got BG on the
ooard with his 19th goal of the season.
Kane followed Wansbrough's goal
with his first tally of the night.
Again the control changed hands
when the Flames scored twice early
in the third period to take what then
seemed to be comfortable lead. But
BG's last minute heroics foiled UIC's
plans for an upset.

serve as they have had their share of
Cblems throughout the season. Earin the year, the Flames' Mark
Nordling died of ananeurysm during a
Eractice session. Two players' fathers
ave also died and Hickey made three
separate trips to the hospital, suffering two concussions and a broken rib.
Despite all of its adversities, UIC
gave BG a tough series, including the
first game. The Flames had more
shots on goal 28-25, but the Falcons
came away with a 5-3 victory.

"We played a very poor first period," York said. "But we also played
the best second period of the season. I
thought the overtime should have
gone our way. We had some great
chances.
"You have to give Chicago a lot of
credit. They played well and hustled
in the first period. Give them a lot of
credit."
CREDIT IS what the Flames de-

during the remainder of the game.
Scoring for the Falcons were Dave
Randerson and Garry Galley, while
Chad Johnson and Tom Almquist
rounded off the scoring for the
Flames.
IN FRIDAY'S game, BG lost the
services of defenseman Mike Pikul
because of a knee injury. Pikul might
not see action as the Falcons travel to
Western Michigan this weekend.
The series might not have been
BG's best-played series, but UIC
coach Val Belmonte, who has played
other top teams such as Wisconsin
and Minnesota, believes BG can win it
all.
"They have a first class operation," Belmonte said. "Give me BG
anyday. They play a more complete
hockey game. You can't take away
their whole game - only part of their
game."

Braun got the scoring started for
the Falcons when Roll shuffled him
the puck from behind the net. The
Falcons never fell behind, but the
Flames' Daryl Seltenriech tied the
score in the second period before
Ellett and Cavallini put BG on top for
good, 3-1.
Each team exchanged two goals

NICI defeats BG cagers 64-58
by Marc Delph
assitoni sports eaita

32-30 edge at the intermission.
There were two key factors that
reflected BG's first half lead, and that
was the performances of both team's
leading scorers. The Falcons' David
Jenkins went on a tear and pumped in
his first five attempts in the first half
to lead BG with 10 points.
On the other hand, NIU's Tim Dillon scored only four points in the first
20 minutes as he was shut down by the
Falcons.
THE TABLES turned completely in
the second half as Jenkins did not
score a point, while Dillon became
unstoppable, finishing the afternoon
with a team-high 21 points and 12
rebounds.
But, NIU coach John McDougal
tagged the hero of the day honors on
the man who played Jenkins like a
bird dog in the second half to knock
the Falcon forward out of the game.
The man was Brad Waller.
"He didn't do a good job, he did an
excellent job," McDougal said of Waller. "He was the spearhead. He's our
best defender."
Waller, nicknamed "The Rifleman" by his teammates, showed
why, as he was a marksman from the
floor, scoring a total of 19 points.
WITH JENKINS out in the second

DEKALB, DJ. - It's about a six hour
bus trip to the campus of Northern
Illinois. But it must have seemed like
a coast-to-coast ride home for Bowling Green after the Huskies upset the
Falcons, 64-58 on Saturday.
The Huskie that played Saturday
was in no way, shape, or form the
same team that BG rolled over earlier
in the season, 77-65. This time around,
the Falcons played the role of the
team that didn't look like they wanted
to win, especially in the second half
when BG shut down while NIU rambled on.
"I don't think we played very well
today," BG coach John Weinert said.
"We played very individualistic basketball. I don't know what it is, but we
always have trouble playing here."
That's an understatement, since
BG has won only once in the last seven
seasons at NIU's Chick Evans Field
House.
THE FIRST HALF was a see-saw
battle from the start, until the
Huskies pulled away with the biggest
lead of the period, 26-20. The Falcons'
Colin Irish, nowever, managed to ring
in the final six points of the half for a

half, and center Bill Faine and guard
Brian Miller both having off days, the
game became two one-man shows Keith Taylor from the outside, and
Irish from underneath as they kept
BG within striking distance throughout the contest.
IRISH POWERED home a gamehigh 22 points, while Taylor drilled
home 15.
But when it came right down to it,
when the difference in the game was
two points at 50-48 in favor of NIU
with 5:56 remaining, the Huskies torrid free throw shooting decided toe
outcome.
The Huskies scored 10 of their final
14 points from the line. In the final 20
minutes, NIU made good on 18-of-22
charity shots.
Bowling Green (58)
Irish, 9-4-22; Jenkins, 5-0-10; Faine,
1-0-2; Taylor, 6-3-15; Miller, 1-1-3;
Abendroth, 1-2-4; Booker, 1-0-2;
Thomas, 0-0-0; Maleske, 0-0-0. TOTALS: 24-10-58.
Northern Illinois (M)
Dillon, 7-7-21; Douglas, 3-0-6; Harrington, 1-4-6; Waller, 8-3-19: Armato, 2-4-8; Williams, 1-0-2; Adams,
0-2-2. TOTALS. 22-20-64.

Mel Brodt elected to Hall of Fame
bg news staff/Sue Cross

Head over heels!

Bowling Green's Marcia Scodova demonstrates her diving form in Saturday's triangular meet against Northern Illinois
and Notre Dame at Cooper Pool. Tho Falcons defeated NIC 75-64, and Notre Dame 89-43. See related story on page 9.

DANCE AND PARTY WITH

THE INVISIBLE FLINTSTONES
FRI.FEB. 10 8:00 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM
$2.00

a fine 1984 season as the team finished
second in the Mid-American Conference championships. He was also
selected as MAC Coach of the Year.
Brodt coached Olympic champion
Dave Wottle, three American record
holders, 24 ail-Americans, and 46
MAC champions. During his 24-year
stint as track and field mentor, Brodt
had an 87-45 dual meet record and

CLEVELAND BOUND!

tMi/yyiES
with guests

Mel Brodt, Bowling Green men's
cross country coach and former track
and field coach has been elected for
enshrinement to the Ohio Track and
Field Federation Hall of Fame.
The enshrinement will take place on
May 5 in an Ohio State campus hotel,
on the eve of the Jesse Owens Track
Classic in Ohio Stadium on May 6.
Brodt's cross country team enjoyed

I

WEEKEND SHUTTLE from
B.G. to Cleveland
Begins February 10
Departs Friday afternoons,
returns Sunday evenings.
By Reservation Only
354-2242

won seven major championships, including two MAC titles before his
retirement in 1980.
He was also named National Indoor
Coach of the Year and District 4 Cross
Country Coach of the Year in 1972.
Brodt formerly held the position of
president of toe United States Track
Coaches Association.

RIDGE MANOR APTS.
519 Ridge Street
2 Bedroom
furnished townhouse
2 man rate - $375/mo & gas
3 man rate $405/mo & gas
4 man rate $450/mo & gas
CALL 352-0717

WINTER SPECIAL

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In Test Preparation
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BG gymnasts lose to Michigan
bv Karl Smith
Sports reporter
Bowling Green's gymnastics
squad, plagued by a rash of injuries,
suffered a narrow defeat at the hands
of Michigan with a final tally of 175.5174.06 in front of a large supportive
crowd at Eppler Gym on Saturday.
Although the Falcons' point total
was not enough to down tne Wolverines, it was enough to top the previous
team record set on Dec. 16 against
Michigan State.
BG senior Julie Bender got the
Falcons off to a quick start by taking
top honors in the vault with a mark of
9.1. BG's Leslie Schipper managed a
third place finish with a 9.0 tally.
Despite Bender's first place finish,
the Falcons found themselves behind
after the first event and playing
catch-up the rest of the afternoon.
UM DOMINATED the uneven parallel bar competition, allowingonly a
second place tie by Schipper. Bender
suffered a slight problem with her
mount while Diane Babuder performed well before slipping and falling off the bars.

The placing for the balance beam
went the same as the uneven bars,
with only the names changing as
Ellen DiCola was the lone BG name
on the score sheet. Shelley Staley and
Bender both suffered detrimental
slips which affected their scores. Cocaptain Laurie Garee performed well
on the beam as did Tiffany Kosmerl
and Schipper.
By the time the floor exercises
came around, it was quite obvious
that the momentum was heavily in
UM's favor as the Wolverines led by
almost twenty points.
It was also noticeable that the Falcons were suffering from injuries as
an ankle brace was evident on DiCola
which she was not wearing in warmups. Bender was also in noticeable
pain from a back injury suffered
earlier in the week and Garee was
seen nursing a sore wrist.
"There's something wrong with
everybody," one BG gymnast said to
a parent in the stands, "everybody's
hurt."
ODDLY ENOUGH, it was here that
BG made its strongest showing.
Bender captured first place with a

9.05 and a routine that defied the laws
of gravity.
Staley tied for second with a 9.0
score. Mary Anne Kruppa showcased
a new routine which brought cheers
from the crowd and a 8.99 score, good
for sole posession of third place.
Bender was the only Falcon to score
in the all-around as she nailed down
the second spot in that department.
"It was a tough meet," BG head
coach Charles Simpson said. "We
were really on and we had to be to
compete with them (Michigan)."
Simpson also said that despite losing, he was happy to see his team
score points to its potential. He also
said his squad must have a repeat
performance to beat West Virginia
which invades Eppler Gym this Saturday at 1 p.m.
"West Virginia is tougher than
Michigan." Simpson said. "We beat
them earner in the year, but they
didn't have all of their people. And, I
don't know of anybody on our team
who isn't hurt."

Falcon roundballers defeated
by Ted Pauante
sports reporter

The loss leaves BG with
a Mid-American Conference record of 4-6, leaving
the Falcons in sixth place,
while NIU is in third place
in the MAC race with a 7-3
ledger.

As far as Bowling
Green's women's basketball team is concerned,
bg news stott/jomes vouii
second is a word they won't
Bowling Greens Tiffany Kosmerl works on the balance beam In Saturday's competition against the University
want to here for a while.
of Michigan.
.
The Falcons battled
SINCE THE MAC takes
Northern Illinois for the only the top four teams in
second time this year, and the conference, BG is two
American
for the second straight games out of a playoff
time the score was 60-58, spot, which is now occuHeart
and the Falcons were pied by both Miami and
Association
found on the short end of Ohio University with 6-4
the stick once again.
records.
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WE NEED PEOPLE

TO HELP ORGANIZE

Phi Gamma Delta

THE FACULTY EXCELLENCE

"FIJIs"

Two great names for one great fraternity!

R USH

AWARDS.
If interested:

Tuesday, Feb. 7, 7-9 p.m.

%fy in 405 Student Services.

818 Thurstin
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JOHN NEWL
REAL ESTATE
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MON: NO COVER NITE
TUES LADIES NIGHT
WED: QUARTER NIGHT
THUR: COLLEGE 1.0.
FRI & SAT, PARTY NITES

Thursday It Collage I.D. Night

'AL^GESUBCnONOF
QUALITY HOUSES AND
APARTMENTS FOR
1984*5!

REYNOLDS at HEATMEP.DOWNS/SS7-9123 SECOR at SYLVANI*I473-06*2

TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK

CARTY
RENTALS

APARTMENTS - 9 month individual
leases
2 bedroom/4 students starting at
$110.°° a month/$495.00a semester per
person
Also 2/3 students rentals
HOUSES for 4-5-6-8 students
all near campus
SUMMER RENTALS Special Rates
5

Phone for Appointment or
further Information
352-7365
352-5556

„j .1

STOP IN OR CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION
319 E. Wooster
354-2260
Close To Campus!

THE LITTLE SISTERS OF
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
WISH TO CONGRATULATE
OUR NEW ACTIVES
Cathy Bryenton
Stephanie Corrado
Kim Dawson
Darlene Dever
Dawna Dunn
Liz Feiber
KeUi Gildo
Kim Gottschall
Julie Hoover
Evette Horton
Cheryl Hrdlicka
Zora Johnson

Amy Mansfield
Dolores Mucciarone
Jennie Orians
Karen Perky
Colleen Peterson
Laureen Peterson
Kathy Reichert
Val Schillig
Patty Stafford
Julie Wicks
Jane Zimbardi

"It was a game we felt
we had to win," BG head
coach Kathv Bole said.
"But we still have the opportunity to control our
own destiny." Bole was
referring to the fact that
the Falcons still have
games remaining with four
of the top five MAC teams.
BG started out of the
gate in slow motion, shooting an anemic 27 percent
from the field to go with
eight turnovers en route to
a 38-28 first half deficit.
NIU netted the first basket of the second half, but
the Falcons responded
with an 18-6 spurt to tie the
game at 46-46, with Just
under 10 minutes remaining.
BG took a 58-54 lead with
2:19 left on a Rhonda
Moore Jumper, but that
was the last time the Falcons would score. The

Huskies then connected on
two of four free throws
before NIU's Sonya Crider
followed up a shot with 29
seconds remaining, sealing the Falcons' fate.
MOORE LED the Falcons with 17 points and
Cary McGehee added 14.
Joelvn Shoup led BG to a
43-36 advantage on the
boards, pulling down 13.
The Falcons finished
with 13 turnovers, while
NIU had 21 miscues. BG
also had 19 more field goal
attempts than the Huskies,
but could not convert on
the opportunities, according to Bole.
"Three of our starters
(DeWana Ballou, Sherry
Eubanks, and Cathy Smithy-Rahe) together shot
four-of-23 from the floor,"
Bole said. "And when that
happens you won't win too
many games."

Sin i; :) i i_ lor eyeglasses.
iiiii\ iiu

BEST BUY
IN SIGHT!
STANDARD
U ASS HIHK-AIS

$29»8 $4988
complete with frames
Our every day low prices for (op quality eyeglasses with lenses (o your prescipiion. your choice
of over 1000 current fashion frames, and the most
meticulous, professional fitting and service you
can buy anywhere, at any price. Only plastic,
timed, oversize or overpower lenses priced higher.
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Men and women tankers have split resulte
by Trlsha Dietrich
sports reporter

Bowling Green's men's and women's swim teams found home to their
liking last weekend. Both squads took
a double-dip against Miami Friday
night, but both rebounded with dual
meet victories on Saturday at Cooper
Pool.
BG's men tankers have defeated
the Redskins only once in 19 years the sole victory coming last year. But
the psyched-up MU squad was ready
for the annual rivalry, war paint,
drums and all.
MU rested some of its men and
women swimmers for the meet, thus
giving the Redskins a chance to maintain good seed times for the upcoming
Mid-American Conference
Championships. It also gave chose
swimmers who are not going to
MACs an opportunity to swim their
best times. However, BG swam unrested and still had good times.

THE MEN tankers lost to MU by
only nine points, the final score was
61-52. The men's meet was very close
as the teams traded off in winning
events. The women were defeated by
a bigger margin, 82-56, but swam well
in spite of the loss. The women had
good times, although they had been
swimming with little rest
BG head coach Ron Zwierlein currently has his squad on a seven-day
workout schedule - with three days of
double-workouts. Weight training is
also included three-four days per
week on free weights, Universal and
Nautilus machines.
Zwierlein said the squad has been
holding its stiff est training regimen in
his three years as the Falcon mentor.
The tankers returned home late
Friday night from Oxford but had
little time to relax before their double
dual meets on Saturday afternoon at
Cooper Pool. The women swam
against Northern Illinois and Notre
Dame, while the men swam against

How They Stand
KOOWCHSS MECU POU.

ND and Kalamazoo College.
Tlte wins were especially important
for both squads. NIU beat the BG
women last year quite handily. Likewise, ND beat the men tankers by
three points last year with the home
advantage. BG came back Weary
from Friday's meet, but with the
swimmers showing a lot of endurance, swept through their double dual
meets.
EXCEPTIONAL SWIMS highlighted Saturday's meets beginning
with the women. BG double-winners
included Paula Holmes in the 1,000
and 500 yard freestyle; Dawn Grant in
the 100 and 200 backstroke; and senior
Cathy Schmitz in the 100 and 200
breastroke.
Saturday night, the men tankers
followed the women by also swimming impressivelly. In the freestyle
events, BG's Bob Walker and Ed
Zehner took first and second, respectively, in the 50 freestyle. In the 100
freestyle, Jeff Layne took first for BG

while Gary Shipley took third in the
200 freestyle for the team.
BG's "drill team," which is the
nickname for the men divers, helped
its team's overall standing by taking
one^two in both the one and threemeter boards. Andy Koester and Greg
Patterson took first and second place,
respectively.

overal

«Mn.'CO«CHES' POU.

voles
(4)
(2i

(26-2-2)
(21-8-2)
(21-3)
(20-5)
(22-8)
(19-5)
(23-8-2)

14)

(23-9)
(17-8-2)
(22-8-2)

HOWEVER, THE most exciting
race of the weekend came in the last
event of the men's meet, the 400 free
relay. Walker started off the relay.
while Les Szekely went second and
finished neck-and-neck with his ND
counterpart. With Dan McFarland
going third and Layne anchoring the
relay, BG caught up and touched out
ND by two tenths of one second.

CCHA Standings
Team
overall
BG
26-2-2
OSU
22-8-0
MSO
23-9-0
Ferris St.
16-14-3
Mich. Tech.
17-15-1

NMU

13-19-0

The men tankers host Eastern
Michigan this Friday at 4 p.m. at
Cooper Pool, while the women travel
to Athens to face Ohio University on
Saturday.

WMU
LSSC
Michigan
Miami
Ill-Chicago

17-15-1

14-17-1
12-8-1
9-20-1
5-25-1

PIS
93
93
89
62
44
43
39
22
22
10

team
overall votes
(21-8-2)(4)
1)M.Dul
(26-2-2) (6)
2)BQ
(23-3) (1)
3) RPI
3) N.Dak (23-8-2)
(19-5)
5) BU
(22-8)
6) OSU
7) Minn
(22-8-2)
(23-9)
8IMSU
(20-5)
9)BC
10) Wise. (17-13-II

93
M
76
47
44
42
37
38
36
16

MAC Standings

league
20-2-2

team
Miami
Toledo
Ohio
BG
EMU
NIC!
Kent
CMU
WMCi
Ball State

17-8-0

16-8-0
1111-2
12-12-0
12-12-0
10-11-1
9-14-1

9-14-1
6-17-0
5-17-1

overall
16-3
14-5
13-6
12-7
8-11
7-11
9-9
8-11
4-14
5-14

league
10-0
8-2
7-3
5-5
5-5
4-6
4-6
3-7
2-8
2-8

ALPHA SIGMA
PHI

down!
lownTown, inc.
Join us all week at
B.G.s most lamous
gathering place.
Have
fun during our
n
5 DOM
Anniversary
Miss Ituruill
Good Values Every
Day for Family,
Home, Auto St Farm

team
1)BQ
1)Minn M,
3)RPI
4)BC
5)OSU
6|BU
7)N.Dek
8)MSU
9)Prov
10) Minn.

Congratulations to our Spring actives:!
Tom Cahoon
Doug Kositzke
Jeff Dentzer
John Huddy

Rich Bimonte
Jeff Hildreth
Chris Bogaeii
Dan O'Donnell

and wo are proud to announce our
spring pledge class
$ Mike Duffy
Ed Schreck
Mike Wetz

Rich Vogt
Doug Roser

The «B£_ General Store
Andersons

518 Illinois Ave.. Maumee • Mon.-Sat. 8-9 • Sun. 10-5
New phone number: 891-2700

Home computers offer more than fun and games
Quality accessories for your Atari
and Commodore computers

259.92

13 Color Monitor
Big screen, bold color with
superb resolution of 350 x 350
lines with 400 dots at center
Offers the kind of color
graphics demanded by the
new software and the high
resolution adventure games.
#9191U

199.49
Commodore 64 Home Computer
Built-in memory of 64K means the
Commodore can perform any function you
ask for. Compare the built-in features and
you'll discover that they're optional or not
available in other computers.

298.86

Letter Quality Printer

Delivers a letter-quality original
plus three copies. Offers lour
column sizes in regular,
enlarged and condensed type.
#BX80

Leasing For Fall 1984
Preferred Properties Co.
835 High St. - Rental Office

Printer requires an interface for
both Atari and Commodore:
Interface for Atari.
Interface for
Commodore

79.90
IQ

QQ

H3.0t

62.93

O

Commodore Dataaet te Recorder
A tape unit which allows the storage of
programs and data on standard audio
tape cassettes.
#1530

U8A

268.84

299.94 Our price
-100.00 Atari rebate

199.94

Cost after rebate

Atari 1200XL 64K Home Computer
Compatible with all Atari software and
peripherals. Features 256 brilliant colors,
4-voice sound, electronically lockable full-stroke
keyboard and much more.

Special Offer
from Atari...
Basic language cartridge »CX4002
included at no extra charge.

Commodore Disc Drive #1541

Located at New Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378

pr-f

9:00-4:30 Monday-Friday

Special Features
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat-gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
1-1/2 bath

Apartment Complexes
Haven House
Piedmont-8th & High St.
Birchwood Place-650 Sixth St

Small Bldgs.- Manville
between 6th & 7th »t.
All resident* will be granted membership to Health Spa
A new facility which has been built S

features the

following:
•Indoor heated pool
»Sun lamps
•Metros sauna
•Shower massage
•Hydro-spa whirlpool Summer Uebnos Available
•Complete exercise facilities and equipment

99.78 Our price
- 30.00 Uniden rebate

69.78 S£Te
Full Featured
Cordless Phone
Offers mute feature
which can put caller on
hold, radial of last
number and more
700' range.
#EX-3000

129.93 Our price
- 40.00 Umden rebate

89.93 SSi*"
Cordless Phone with
Speaker Phone
In I
Answers at both
handset and base, up
to 700' range. Two-way
paging, conferencing,
radial, pushbutton
hang up and more.
#EX-4000

35.58

Desk/Wall Phone
Full, natural sound,
almond cream color.
Pushbutton pulse
dialing with tone
feedback, lighted
keypad, radial, mute,
ringer on-ofl volume
control. Extra long
replaceable cord.
#2-9100
Above phone with
memory for three
emergency numbers
#2-9250

49.83

76.84

Clock Radio
Telephone
Pushbutton pulse
dialing phone with
tone feedback, lighted
keypad, ringer on-otf
and volume control,
redial and mute.
Touch n Set clock
AM-FM radio.
Pushbuttons for all
time/alarm settings,
battery back up.
#7-4700
Above phone with
memory feature.
#7-4705

89.98

79.86

12 Diagonal Black &
White TV
Quiok-on Sunshine picture
tube and precision video
range tuning with 70
position UHF channel
selector.
#BT1204

99.83

5 Yr. Limited
Warranty
13 Diagonal Color TV
Excellent sharpness with
Tri-Focus picture tube and
super video range tuning
with Perma-Set
Fine-tuning.
#2131 OPT

Battery Operated FM/AM/FM
Stereo Radio Cassette
Recorder
Features one-touch recording
and two-way four speaker
system.
#RX-5015
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Fob 7. 1984
The lolowvig employers wB be on
campus the week of February 20.
1884 to interview Interested cenov
dates SlgnUp on Wednesday. February 8 lor me following schedules
Sign Up wl be held Irom 730 A M
to 8 00 AM ti the Forum el the
Student Services BvMing tot Employer Schedutoe (Business. Govern
ment.
Agencies, end Graduate
Schoolel Education Sign Up »* be
held on Thursday. February 9. form
8:00 P.M. In the Forum of the Student Services Bsdg A CREDENTIAL
FORM MUST BE TURNED »N FOR
EACH INTERVIEW OR OVERFLOW
YOU SCHEDULE

SKIN—UP PROCEDURE: At the lime
of sign-up you must present Student
I.D. along with a copy of your Credentas Form tor each mtervssw or overflow you schedule
Qualified
candidates are those who meet the
academic degrees, majors, and graduation dales requested by the employers ieted below Those who do
not meet these requvements w! not
be vrterviewed Onty permanent residents (U S citizens) are considered
unless otherwise indicated The num
her m ( ) rnrjcetes the number ol
schedules requested by the employer
Businesses end Orgenlutlons
►racier 4 Demote. Cmcweti. OH ?
1584 Has added Sales Mgmt
BVany major interested at Safes leading to Gen Mgr . May. Aug grade
(!) 12 slots
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP . May
nerd. MA. 2-21-84 TECH. WRITER:
SIM Tech Writing. Eng . Joum .
Comp So May. Aug Grade |l| 12
sfots
MELLON BANK. Pittsburgh. PA 2
21-84 CONVERSION REP: CUST.
SRVC
REP: PLANNING ANLY:
SYST. ANTE: MBAs one/ In Far.
Eoon. Acct. State, or M/Acct,
M/Moth. M/Comp Sd . May. Aug
Grads (l| 12 slots
J. RtOOMOS. N Olmstead. OH 2
21-84 MOR. TRNEE: BVRetaa .
Mktg . or related Ret Safes. Fash
Mchdang. May Grads (2) 12 slots
each
UNITED TELEPHONE OF OHIO,
Itsnallld. OH
2-21-84 ACCT.
MOOT. TRNO. PROGRAM: B/Accl
cone . Dec S3. May Qrada. (1) 11
slots
22284 CUST.
SRVCS
MOaTT. TRNO. PROGRAM: MBAs
with Mktg cone . MBAs in PROd/Oper . Dec 83. May Qrada (1)
11 atota

Changes In the Sign-Up Procedure:
1. A single line will be termed prior
to the door being opened.
? Placement staff will poet the
location of the Individual schedules
prior to opening the door. The
DOOR WILL OPEN AT 7:00 AM
1. Students will be' admitted Into
the sign-up area In groups ol 7 to 10
people st a uma to form Hues at the
4. Wen-op *M begin ef 7:30 end e
stuevaM U ewf be the ONLT accepted Idonlrflcellon. IF YOU HAVE
NO STUDENT 10. YOU WILL NOT BE
ALLOWED TO SIGN-UP.

VICK8 HEALTH CARS. Arm Arbor.
Ml 2-21-84. 2-22-84 SUMMER
MKTQJSALES INTERNS: B/Comm .
Psych. MM.. Sates. Jrs . Srs
Qrada. Dec 83. May. Aug Grade
121 ee dele 15 slots eecn schedule
DONN CORPORATION Weetlake.
OH. 2-22-84 SALES REPS: BVMktg .
or other But. majors. Dec 83. May
Qrada. (1) 12 slots
OWNES-ILLINOIS. INC.. Ubbey
Gates OMobn, Toledo. OH. 2-22-84
SALES TRNEE: B/Mktg . May Qrada
|1)7ejak.
SHELBY MUTUAL. INSURANCE CO..
Shelby. OH 2-22-84 CANCELLED
UARCO. INC. Adrian. Ml 2-22-84
ACCT. MGMT. TRNEE: B/Acct.
May. Aug Grads (1) 10 slots
CARTER-WALLACE. INC. Watace
Laboratortee Dwekxi. Cranbury. NJ.
2-2344 MED. SALES REP: B.Bol.
Cham.. Nursing. Mad Tech., But
Adm„ May Qrada (t| 7 slots
COMPU SERVE. INC.. Cofumbus.
OH 2-23 84 CUST. SRVC. TRNEE:
Any B/tn A t S. Bus . or Educ May
Qrada (1) 10 atota
FORD MOTOR COMPANY. Dearborn. Ml 2-23-84 PURCH./SUPPLY
STAFF: Bror MBAs r. Purcl- . May.
Aug. Qrada (11 Max 8 slots lor
MBAs. Max 4 atota tor BVPurch
MANUFACTURERS NATIONAL
BANK. Detroit Ml 2-23-84 CREDIT
ANALYIST: COST/FINANCE ANALYST: EXAMINER t BVFn . Acct.
May Qrada only (1) 11 atots
CENTRAL
INSURANCE COMPANIES, tran Wart. OH 2-24-84 flee
changed date Irom 2-24 to March 2.
llo.MponFob.22.
FAR. LAZARUS AND CO.. Columbus. OH. 2-24-84 DEPT. MOR
ASST. BUYERS: B/M any major. May
Qrada. (3) 12 atota ea Presentation
we be held for riterviewees at Piece
ment office. Fob 23, 7:00-9:00
PM.
PAYLESS CASHWAYS. INC. Kan
sea Dfy. MO 2-24-84 CANCELLED.
EDUCATION
ELYRIA CITY SCHOOLS. Efyna OH
2-20-84 Art: Ekam. Ed; Forgo Lang .
Mad: Voc. Mutfc; mstr Muafc; Phya
Ed; So. LDVBO. EMR, Dec 83. May
Grade III 12 atota
rtORTItetONT CITY SCHOOLS Eng
towood. OH. 2-24-84 TO BE ANNOUNCED.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Attention Seniors: Tuee.. Feb 7th at
8:00 pm in the 2nd floor lounge of
the Student Services butdmg there
wl be a seminar on "Job Searching
On Your Own."
BACCHUS
Help Bcosl University
Awareness for Responsible
Alchoi Consumption
Wad. Feb 8
515 life Science
8 00PM
CASH FOR CANS. Receive 20-. lb
tor aluminum cane. Tuee. Feb. 7.
10:30 am - 3:30 a.m. Forum,
Student Services Sponsored by Enyjrrjtaiianttl Interest Group.
Errrlrorvmentel Wrlereet Group meettng Tuee . Feb 7. 8:00 pm . 102
BA Ruth Jecouot wB speak on |ob
vmtumm In the Toledo Melropertie. Everyone welcome.
Feb. 7. to the International Lounge
et Barn. 2 speakers •*» be present
tor OBBOueetori on workers' rjeeapon
aattort end domestic fear. All are
welcome to attend.

Studenta lor Arena* 107 Ham
Hat, 8 00 PM Hato ua. harp those
who can't tost* up for thorrssetvee

There wta be en AMA meeting tonight. Tuesday. Feb. 7 el 7 30 p.m
In McFat Center The meeting wB
host "Adopt a Freshmen Night"
where at members are asked to bring
a freshmens part ol our Freshmen
Memberahlp Drive
Our guest
apeaker wB be Doug CarJe. Personal
Manager, ol Armstrong World rnduetrteo

IQST AND FOUND
Found book In B A
identity: 382-6860.

Btdg

Cel to

Good Luck Llea BeHm m the Panhel
PreektentieJ Electjone We're behind
you al the way"
Love. The CM Omega Pledges
HAPPY 11th BIRTHDAY, ANNEIII
HAVE A GOOD ONEI
JULIE
Have a case of the ervjoys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-9pm
DOWNTOWN Mtaar
Hey. Btue-Eyee. Happy Birthday1
You're reefy aomething apecaa. Love
ya, Cube

LOST: Gold watch in ladies locker
room M rec-center Reward Cel

Beth. 352-4852

JACK'S BAKERY
ICECREAM
DELIVERY
354-1001

I CAN'T SEEI
My red coat waa taken from Uptown
A has my eyeglasses In the from
pocket Plates Return REWARD.Cel
Thereee 352-4349

SERVICES OFFERED
Expert Typing
Reasonable Rales

Cel 352 7305 error 5:30pm
Ruttees Sewing > Alteratlona
Letters S nefgrsas on lockets 1
sweeters. Al garments must be
dean 362-7268.
TYPING LOW RATES
Reeumes professionally typed

352-5787

PERSONALS
ART: Congrats on your activation
youl make one great Alpha Sfgt
KEN
Attention Al Freshmen
II anyone fa SIS nterested in lointng
the American Marketing Aaaoc,
please attend the meeting tonight in
McFal Canter al 7:30 p m This is a
formal meeting with a guest speaker
and B) your test opportunity to lorn at
the special rate of »6 00
ATTENTION PHI BETA LAMBDA
There w* be a speaker at the next
meeting held m me BA lounge. Fob

ruery 7 at 9 00.
Beat the Back to School Blues
wtth Buttons and WFAL
Feb 9
Buses leave the Union 8 00. 8 45.
9:30. 10:46
BGSU SKATING CLUB
TOHrOHT S • 10 PM.
CHI OMEGA RUSH
Thursday. February 9. 8:00-8.45 or
9:00-9:45 At the CN Omega house
next to Prout Hal.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE StOEP NEOPHYTE FROM KENT ON
ACTIVE. WE ALL KNEW YOU
WOULD DO IT SOMEDAY.
V-D. t B.LCongratutatlons Linda Oay/ack on
your fraternity, sorority hitch-up I
wish you Bis beet of luck Love. Your
Rebel. Ken. Does this mean no more
lunches!
Congratulations on going active!
The AXO'a get better all the tlmel
Way logo!
Love. Mike

Looking tor tob
or Internship advice?
Attend the PRSSA meeting
Tonight at 7:30. BA 11«

looking for a lob
or Intemahfp advice?
attend the PRSSA meeting
Tonight at 7:30. BA 11»

LISA BELLUMt!
Your Chi Omega etetere vrlah you the
very beet of luck In running lor Panhel
rjreaioonti Love, You eletera
USA CURLCONGRATS ON YOUR AGO ACTIVATION! ALL 0000 THINGS COME
TO THOSE WHO WAIT! THAT'S
WHAT HE SAIOI WE WILL HAVE TO
CELEBRATE ALL NIGHT LONQ
WITH THE HANOI
LOVE. DUCKY A COSTUME
MAKE SOMEONE YOU LOVE FEEL
SPECIAL FOR VALENTINE'S DAYI
SEND THEM A HEART MESSAGE IN
THE BO NEWS TUES., FEB. 14.
(Redheertfbteck type) HURRYI Limited number evallbfe. 106 University
Hell.

MOVING OFF-CAMPUS?
Get the facts teat
OFF-CAMPUS Housing Fair
Union Baikoom
FEB. 14
730-930

NANCY DELQROSSO
Congratulations for being elected
Rec Pres Now you're a real Top
Oogf
Love. Plane
Nicole. Happy 20th birthday"
You're the best little slater that
anyone could have. Gary. Chris.
Sam and Slrt send their tove.
PS. Or. John does too. Where ere
you two going to dinner?
Hate a GREAT dayl I Luv Ya, Uaa
PAT WOOD—Cong/ate on your deravakermg with Kory' The Brolhera

Paths,
BG'a Greatest Desk Lady, we tove
youi Have a good day. 'cause today's
your day'
-Chapman Hat
POMMERETTES
THANX AGAIN
FOR PROVIDING AN ENTERTAINING
EVENING AT OUR LAST RUSH
PARTY THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA
PHEPSrLON
Position Available for
USG
Assistant Treasurer
•pply In 405 Student Services

CASH IN ON FREE TUITION
HSA Tuition Raffia
Tickets Available:
Jen. 30-Feb. 10
Qet Yours Todayll

CASH IN ON FREE TUITION
HSA Tuition Refill
Tickets Available:
Jen. 10 - Feb. 10
Qet Yours Todayll

Needed MMEOIATEIY tor Spring
Sent: Cantata tripod to buy. borrow,
or rent Cel Bob 352 4572

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
920 N Mem SI BG
CcnfkJentialperaorval care
Special rates. BGSU students
Conversant App'ta 3543540

NEEDED ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE, RENT ONLY $95 00 PER
MONTH SPACIOUS HOUSE ONLY
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS ON S
COLLEGE ST INCLUDES WASHER
AND DRYER CALL 362-3290 or
352-8113
Drummer and Gurtanat for New Music
bend Al inquiries welcome Tony
372-4245

Party Room For Rent
4-OsCkjb
7th and High
352-9378 attar 5 352-7324

—;

Reach tor the skies
wtth
KAPPA DELTA
Wed. Feb. Bth-Me.lcan Fleets
Mon. Feb. 13-Valenlines Petty
Wed. Feb. 15-KD Ski Lodge Party
All parties begin at S:00 PM
For more Into, call 2-2871

F NEEDED TO SHARE 2 BDRM.
APT WITH 2 OTHER QIRLS FOR
FALL REASONABLE RENT CALL
JAN 2-3719 OR NANCY 2-4845

Improve Memory WHypnoeie

352-6777
Quit Smoking w/Hypnose)
362-8777

RUDY NOVAK.
PHI MU FORMAL IN 4 DAYS'' WHAT
DO YOU THNK77
YOUR DATE??

1 M. Rmte needed lor surnrner
semeeter (off campuslCal 2-1962.
ask lor Ed.
_j

Improve Study Hebrts w/Hypnoeia
382-8777

RENEE RUSH
COtfGRATULATIONS' YOU'RE FINALLY ACTIVE! THE ALPHA CHI'S
ARE LUCKY TO HAVE YOU AS A
SISTER AND FRIEND
AX LOVE - CARRIE

Lose Weight w/Hypnoels

352-6777

HELP WANTED

Relax with Hypnosis

352-8777
352-8777
•trees Reduction thru Hypnosis
S924777
Improve Sports Performance
w'Hyprvosis
382-8777

HELP WANTED
Assistant Manage*-imrwJiatery seeking energetic induatrous indrvkfcjel
lor ti*time amptoymant at a quick
copy operation Long hours I hard
work are rewarded with excellent
benefits 6. opportunity (or advancement Two-four yr buaineee degree
preferred Send reaumee to KJnko'a
Copy Shop 325 E Woo-ter BG, OH
43402

Overcome Fears w/HypnosIS
382-8777
Red satm heart-shaped Valentine pillows includes any message free on
pBow. Also, monkey sock does w'red
heart eyes and red trim WB ship

SEND THE ONESIS) YOU LOVE A
SPECIAL VALENTINE MESSAGE IN
THE BO NEWS Tuee., Feb 14 (Red
heart/black message) Limited number available. 108 University Hall.
HURRYI

352 7986
SPPJNO BREAK M DAYTONA
Why pay S209 when you can
pay only S1697 Party with
Campus Marketing No Hasslesmat a great time! Cel
Shan 352-8351 on Tueedays
3 00-5.00 Of Fndaya 2 30-4.30

SENO YOUR VALENTINE A COOKIEGRAM! ON SALE FEB 8. 9. 10 IN
BA AND UNIVERSITY HALL 9-4
ONLY SO1
__
SENIORS. WANT TO LEARN HOW
TO SEARCH FOR THAT JOB ON
YOUR OWN THERE WILL BE A
SEMINAR ON THIS TUES FEB 7 at
600 PM In THE 2nd FLOOR
LOUNGE OF THE STUDENT SERVCESBIJUJtNQ
Smurfy-Thanx so much tor everything I am so glad we are roomies1
Friends forever. Love. Cuba

Part-time laboratory' technician tor
sealants, adneafvea and coatings lab
Job rnvorves physical testing application tasting. we*gh>ng and mixing
laboratory batches of production and
experimental products Previous experience not Textured, we wi train.
Apptcants should have a good math
and chemistry background A math
and chemistry test wl be given Job
requires a minimum of 20 hours per
week, hours can be scheduled
around class schedule. Monday
through Friday. 7 00 AM ■ 4.30 PM

Beacons lor ANY occasion
The Beaoonrnan

382-6061
Set Avon
For More Information

CM Phyba 3525833
Order your Persorieazed Valentines
Cookies Now" 4 sizes 5 flavors

The following positions are now
posted in the Student Employment
Program Office. 460 Student Services Bukfing
WORK-STUDY—Library Assls .
Desk Clerk. Clerirel Asat (Jourrva
earn). Clerical Aast (Registrar). Resource Aast. (Emir. Programs), Arts
Prod Aast (ECAP) Stage Mgr (Music), Lab Aaat
(Nursing). Film
Cleaner (NWOE-TV). Carpenter
(Theater), Animal Care Taker (Em*
Rea Serv), TV Producer (ECAP),
Lab Aide (Biology). Dept Aaat (History), Animal Tech (Psychology).
Protor^or-st (IMC)
REGULAR- Mover (Chemistry). Clerical Asat (German. Russian). Clerical
Aast. (EDCI), Vcaeybal Official
(HPER). Svtnmmmg Instructor (Rec
Center), Lab Aaat (Chemistry)
In addition, aign-ups tor Cedar Point
interviews are now taking place and
applications for 1984 65 Tact Una
Operators are available n the Student
Emptoymenl Program Office

Al American Cookie Co
126 E Wooeter 352-1767
Pregnant? Need Help?
Cal Emotional Materiel
Pregnancy Aid

Terrvl Mitchell
The "Pre Party" Champagne had
fuel been poured.
Though ere didn't know the reason...
We were all surprised when we
found out
And eoon we all were screaming
little dad we know thai when the
camera flaah went off. ..Ihat we'd ell
be Waring at Tami's fiend at that
unbelievable Rock!
Happy Engagement
Oaaisa and Tawl

352-0862. 352 0082
RUSH PHI DELTS TCWKVHP
'Coney Dog Night"
at the Alphs Gam House
Cel 2-5438 or 352-7301
tor more delate or rides1
WOMEN'S CUNIC
Comprehensive obstetrics
and Qynecotogy
Contract plive Services.
V D Test i and Treatment
Terminations up to 10 weeks
Free Pregnancy Teaong 241-2471

ToddMcCal Congratulations on your
activation into Alpha Tau Omega! I
hope It proves to very prosperous
and rewarding in the future! Stay
nvorvod' Your Alpha S«J Roomie -Den

MOA SUPEIJDANCF
SK3N-UPS THIS WEEK AT THE
UNION FOYER 9 30
3:30 FOR
INFO OR ADDITIONAL SIGN-UPS
CALL KOHL HALL MAIN DESK 22639

TOMCAHOON:
CONQRATULATIONS ON GOING
ACTtVEi YOU FINALLY MADE IP
RELAX AND ENJOY
LOVE. SHIRLEY

AIRLINES HIRING' STEWARDESSES, Raaervationlata' $1439,000. Worldwide1 Cal tor Directory Giade, Newsletter. 1(916)

WANTED

Tuxedo Rental
jeaneNTfanga
531 RHao
USG needs people to heap organize
the faculty exceeence awards Apply
In 405 Student Sorvicoa

9444440 X.
F Rmmte needed tor FaM eamestoT.
Planning on rMng In Buff Apt utaroes
pd tor except electricity- Near campua and futy furnished ft Interested
please CM either Beth 372-3761 or
Pet 372-3878

Valentines-Valentmes-Valenhnes
Jeans N Trvngs
531 RMge
Open torero IB 8:00 PM

CRUISESHIPS HIRING!
$16
30,0001 Carrtbaan. Hawaii, World
Cal for Guide. Orectory. Newsletter

1 (916) 944-4440
Reserve Baaebal Coaching PoeJbon
open Eaal Wood High School Cal
Rithafd Heckman A D . 633-36n_

Need to sublet turn, apt for summer
term For 1 or 2 people S290/mth
Includes uN Cal after 9 pm 352
8128.

WFAL OFFERS YOU THE VALENTINE'S DAY CONTEST
WINE S
DINE W; YOUR VALENTINE ENTER
AT ALL RESIDENCE HALLS DESKS

Couneetora Camp Wayne, northeastern Penna. Co-Ed children's camp.
We wi Interview on Camp Day March
7th Write 570 Broadway, Lynbrook,
NY 11563. (Include your telephone
number).

Need 1 M student to eubktese a 2nd
at apt tor the remainder ol the
semester Cal 352-7976

ATTENTION BGSU SUNBATHERS!
Surfs up but our prices aren't1 From
mat $109 00 - spend 7 tun-tiaed
days ST tunny Florida Cat lor your
sea! or organize a smart group A travel
FREE! Greet lor dube. loo1 Cel LUV
TOURS |800| 388-2008. ask for

Need 1 M. student lor apt
campus. Reeeoneble oiler

near

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding Sim and Trim Down
Camps. Tennis. Dance. Slrnnastica,
WSI. Athletica. Nutr«M^Diatrjtics 20
plus
Separate girte' and boys'
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Coaage Campuses at Mass .
Perm . No Carolina, Calif Send resume: Machete Friedman. Director.
947 Hewlett Dr. No Woodmere.
NY. 11561. 516-374-0785.

352-7365.
1 F Rmte needed immedejfefy Unfv
Vwage. rant VERY negof Dewed
charac neatness. Al My Children
tan Cal 352-7032 NOW!

Abortion. Pregency Testa.
Lamaze Classes
Center tor Choice
Downtown Toledo (4191 255-7769

RMTE NEEDED TO SUBLET APT
AT PIEDMONT APTS # 81 CHEAP
RENT. CALL JOHN OR BOB AFTER
8 PM AT 352-6161

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Professionally Typeset 6
Printed on Quality Paper Stock
(Matthias, Hank Stack 6 £.vekaes AvaUa.le!)

UUriUN l RtSTMMUl

352-91 IS

Rapid Printing

w Cusiard apple
ACROSS
60 Dish tor
i Mediterranean
mulligatawny
ship
64 "Heavenly"
5 Hangiadeshcity
instrument
10 Actreas Lupmo
65
Kinteof
and others
Roots"
14
mater
67 River ol Stteala
15 Glorify
68 Bone Comb, form
16 Movie, in France
69 To be, Spanish
17 Actress Patricia
style
18 The state, French
70 Court score
style
71 Friend's pronoun
19 Villa d"
20 Castor and Pollux 72 Makes a grating
sound
22 WWI scenes
73 Seaman-author
24 Caesar's
comedienne
26 Another Abbr
DOWN
27 Summer cooler
i Vocalized
31 Kind Of world
2 Protected from
or land
tha*t.aa.r.*<
34 Palm leaf i
3 Moslem priest
35 Wide collars
4 Multicolored cloth
37 Cheekbone
5 Fragile
39 Gymnasi Korbut
6 Woodsman's gear
41 Fencing pieces
43 Partner lor less
fragetraiibJajer
44 Inveigle
46 Smidgen
8 Bow of the Slients
9 Give heed to
48 One. to Aimee
10 Frozen fare
49 Taste experience
51 Not an even
11 Corned beef and
match
cabbage, for one
t2 Kind of entrance
53 The Bridge of
fee
San
Rey'
13 Divines
55 Pair in harness

21 "With malice
toward——..."
23 Model
25 Espouse
27 Spoils
28 Maoemo.ee.ies
29 Molten rock
30 Winter month.
In Spain
32 Audibly
33 Seine leeder
36 Connery and
OCaaey
36 Wind Instrument
40 Taaty symbol of
Americana
42 Symbols of
sovereignly
45 Track figure
47 Biblical twin
50 Taker of chances
*»? Sin-Irian raid
54 March man
56 Camera feature
57 Daub lightly.
In an
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MM/COMPUTER SCI. CO-OP: Rochester company seeks moves msKXS lor co-op positions to begin any
time in the 1984-85 year Must have
a 3.2 QPA and be able to do 3 flexible
work assignments Pay is S300.wk
Cal the Co-op Program at 372-2451
lor more into.
Gain valuable sales experience by
seeing Key yearbooks during your
own time Cal now" 2-0086. ask lor
Janet

FOR SALE
1979 Subaru Station Wagon, exec
cond . must sal. 5 sp front wheel
drive. AC. Ex mpg $2675 1-8271476
For Sale Nekamtchr 480 stereo cassette deck One year old. mini condition, metal capable Ongionaty coat
S450. AaHngS275 354-2839
1975 Audi-4 door New paint, new
starter
Excellent condition.
$950 00 Cal Keith al 352-6183
Hart-Omega Ski». Tyroaa 280 bfndmge. Nordica boots size lO'.M.
poles goggles 3524942.
LEAVING PLANET
MUST SEll:
DRUM SET-PREMIER 5 PC WHITE
EPOXY FINISH W/CASES $675.
AOUARIUM-IOGAL
COMPLETE
$45 SCUBA Gl'AR-USD DIVEMASTER I PRESSURE DEPTH
GUAGE $120 TIRES—GOOD YEAR
STEEL BELTED RADIALS 14 ER78
$20 EA MANUAL TYPEWniTEpJ C PENNEY WrCASE $20 WILL
NEGOTIATE' 352-1232
Is A true you can buy Jeepa tor $44
through the U S government? Get
the tacts today1 Cal (312| 742-1142

ert 1794

FOR RENT
FALL 1 SUMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-H BLK TO CAMPUS
352-4671 day or 362-1800 eve
One bdrm turn, apt across from
arardnxl uts mcl $275/mo . no
pels, deposit, immed occup 8333758
M
Rmte. needed. Third St
$175/mo Pay only etec 372-4928
Nice 2-3 Bdrm house across from
campus lor 1984-85 year. Futy
inauraled $4B0/mo 352-9987 days
Smith Bogus RentalHouses a Apt* lor 84-85 school
year. 362-9467 between 12-4 or
352-6917 etler 6
»
Campue Manor now renting Far summer $ fel Next to campus A convenient stores, dose to town. 352
9-02 124 hours) or Newlove Mgmt

Co 352-6620
1 1 2 bdrm. epta 4 houses
Close to campus
Cal 352-7454 belore 5pm
Need 1 M student lor apt
campus. Reasonable offer
3627365

near

NOW RENTING FOR 1984-85
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM . FURN APT
HEAT. SEWAGE. WATER t CABLE
TV PAID BY OWNER $585 00 PER
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4
PEOPLE
CALL 352-7182 BE
TWEEN 3 7 PM. ASK FOR RICH

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY TO
LEASE EVERYONE. BUT RENTAL
ARE GOING FAST. CALL FOB.
RENTAL BROCHURE 352-5620
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■

CARTY RENTALS
Apts -Rooms-Houses
Al Near Campus
9 l2monlh and
Summer Leases
Listing AvaMUe
352 7365 or 352-5556

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Air conditioned, futy carpeted, cable
vision, efficiencies, laundry tsciatiee
Now leasing for summer & fat.
461 ThursUn Aye 352-5435
2 bedroom nearly furnished apts
Now renting lor '84-85 FREE saleHe TV Cal 352-2663
NOW RENTING FALL 1984
1 a 2 SEMESTER LEASES
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59 Polygonaof
a sort Abbr.
61 Old Norwegian
verse
62 Green Land
63 "Peter Pan"
character
66 Source of
water
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MARKETING CO—OP
Akron firm seeking marketing majors
wrtn at teaal 2 5 QPA lor Fel 1 »84 or
Sprmg 1965 Must be a funky during
the '84-85 academic year Piya
$240Vwk Cal the Co-op Program.
372-2451 lor more Into

GynafsMflc/baiet tnslruciof begin /lnleimed. ?toMes Vaoed schoOute.
part-time mall reaume to Soutttweal
YMCA 2100 S rtoia-idSylvar-a Rd
Maumae. OH 43537
,

Improve Confidence w/Hypnoe*e

Rush PM Detls Tonkghtl
"ChW dogs et the AGO House''
7:30-»*0
Rush Rush Rush
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sub Night
Tonight 738

Meture F nonsmoking 10 dog all In
my apt ai the VSage lor smal oacliaound. Marcfi 16-25 Good pay Pit
362-6610 after 3 30

futy turn ethc w coax TV
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cable, at uN pax)
OUilT ATMOSPHERE
354 3182. 12-4 weekdays
352-1520 ANYTIME

Room lor F dose ro campus 8
downtown Sepeiate entrance, no
cooking tact $90 mo 362-1286
After 6
Houses $ apartmenta
doae to campue lor '84-85 school
year I 267-3341.

2-7-84

MALE SMORGASBORD
Fantasy Show for Ladies Only

Front Bar Open at 6:00 p.m. for everyone
Button's Hours: 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. for Ladies Only
At 9:30 p.m.the party starts for Everyone!

5^lM5

JUST NORTH OF B.G. ON RT. 25

874-2253

